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Committee on Public Safety Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, March 22, 2017 at 6:30 PM 
Louis P. Andrews Conference Room, 3rd Floor 

 
The Committee on Public Safety met on Wednesday, March 22 at 6:30 PM to discuss Arsenal Street 
Public Way Improvements and Impacts on Public Safety. 
 
Attending: Councilor Lisa Feltner, Chair, Councilor Vincent Piccirilli, Vice-Chair, Councilor Tony 
Palomba, Secretary, and Steve Magoon, Assistant Town Manager and Director of the Department of 
Community Development and Planning. 
 
 
Councilor Feltner opened the meeting by requesting a moment of silence for Firefighter Toscano and 
for the resident of Merrifield Street who is in critical condition at Mt. Auburn Hospital. 
 
Councilor Feltner explained that in preparing for this discussion she had a series of meetings with 
residents, local business owners, Police, Fire, DPW, DCDP, and Commission on Disability and 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee members. She stated the purpose of this meeting is to share these 
findings with the committee and summarize the top concerns to share with appropriate Town officials 
in the near future. She recognized that recommendations would be forthcoming from the MassDOT 
Arsenal Street Corridor Study; her discussions focused on School to Irving Streets. While potential 
solutions to specific problems may arise from the Committee’s discussion that is not the primary 
intent of the meeting. 
 
The following concerns were identified: 
 
1) We need to make a site visit to recognize and review the safety impacts of changes to date. 

2) We need a schematic of the Corridor and how this section connects with the whole Corridor. 

3)  Review is needed to address inconsistent use of sidewalk and bicycle access. For example, 
conditions vary as to whether pedestrians walk along the building edge or out near toward the curb 
and around tree pits, posts and signs; this especially doesn’t seem safe for the visually impaired.  

4) There is visual clutter with many signs and poles in the sidewalk, and it is unclear how all users, 
including bicyclists, will easily understand road markings and signs. 

 
5) There are not enough safe pedestrian crossings to encourage cross connectivity and activation with 

local businesses; there are complaints about long pedestrian waits to cross at Louise St. 
 
6) There has been concern about street trees with residents feeling too many trees have been lost or 

damaged. Additionally, there is concern about the placement of trees blocking signals and signs. 
 
7) Residents on the south side of the Arsenal Street have raised concerns about accessing their 

driveways and their ability to safely park within the 7’ width parking lane given high traffic 
volumes and snow management. They feel they are often thrust into oncoming traffic because of 
the narrowed road, driveway apron limits, MBTA buses, retail trucks on truck route (for example 
Target) and overall increased traffic (there are handicapped residents who live in this area; they 
have also lost previously available off-street winter parking at VHB). The food trucks are also 
using the side streets to park. 
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8) The installation of the “large bump out” has caused congestion problems at VIP-O’Reilly auto 

business and Louise Street; the visual change also feels too sudden to drivers, as demonstrated by 
car accident with driver suffering injuries. 

 
9) We have created a “box” between Gables/Hanover entrance and Beechwood where the road has 

been narrowed, and it creates a blockage, particularly if emergency vehicles need to come 
through. Do we need to paint the box to call attention to potential gridlock, as well as ensuring the 
timing of the lights prevents stopping in the box? 

 
10) The temporary sidewalk, especially near Irving St, is full of signs blocking pedestrians and is not 

fully accessible (less than 3’ width clearance). Sidewalk constraints are also notable at Gables, 
near new signal equipment on both sides of Arsenal St. 

 
11) The parking lane on the north side of Arsenal St feels too narrow (7’). Our policy understanding 

is that in commercial areas, the width of the parking lane should be 8’ and we no longer provide 
for grass planting strips adjacent to on-street parking; customers to dry cleaners and other 
businesses complain about a lack of door and snow buffer. 

 
12) Residents increasingly compete for parking, particularly with Toyota, now that parking spaces 

have been eliminated, and frequent Toyota ins/outs feel hazardous. 
  

13) There is only one handicapped accessible parking space on the residential side and it is now 7’ 
wide (ADA width is 8’). Should there be more accessibility to local businesses?  

 
14) The 7’ wide – and the length of - parking lane seems inadequate as a loading zone, and doesn’t 

serve the needs of the existing United Tile store –their deliveries use an 18 wheeler truck several 
times/week; UPS and other trucks stick out even without snow; passing vehicles ends up 
frequently crossing center of road. 

 
15) Would it be visually helpful to indicate or paint the on-street parking spaces; given the various 

changes in road use, cars have been known to wait behind parked cars, particularly as you 
approach Greystar/Elan, before Irving St, from Hanover/Gables; do we envision any parking 
meters in the future? 

  
16) Does the demand for the community path mandate a particular width? Are there opportunities for 

flexibility given the varying conditions along the corridor, including connections E and W? 
 

17) Snow management is more difficult now that Arsenal St and parking lanes are narrowed. On 
both sides the snow must be cleared up to the curb, which results in the sidewalks being covered 
with snow. We need to clarify the responsibility for snow removal in this area particularly on the 
South side near Toyota, where residential homes face Beacon Park and not Arsenal St. 
Businesses also want clarification about snow removal on the new Community path. 

 
18) The new traffic light at the entrance to Gables is blocked by a tree. NOTE: The tree has been 

trimmed so that the traffic light can be clearly seen, but there is still a problem with the video 
detection. Due to extensive trimming, there is concern about the overall health of the tree.  
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Mr. Magoon responded to some of the concerns noting that: 
 

1) The Commission on Disabilities has reviewed the number of handicapped accessible parking 
spaces in Town and has not asked for additional spaces on Arsenal Street. Also the Traffic 
Commission is the body that determines where there are handicapped accessible parking spaces.  

 
2) There are sections of the Community Path, which is a multi-modal path, where there are no 

obstructions.   
 

3) The narrowing of the street to two eleven’ lanes was a traffic calming measure.  Widening the 
pedestrian sidewalks and community path were done to prioritize walking and bicycling over 
automobiles.  

 
4) Once the major projects are completed, this section of Arsenal Street will be more pedestrian-

friendly and have a more defined streetscape. 
 

Councilor Piccirilli said it is hard to determine how to address some of the concerns raised until we 
have a better idea what the recommendations will be from the Arsenal St Corridor Study. Councilor 
Feltner noted that the study may help provide the foundation for a master plan for future 
improvements along Arsenal St, but we are already building in this area. Councilor Piccirilli 
mentioned we should be aware of the potential impacts on Arsenal St from the proposed new 
substation to upgrade utilities; this will also impact Louise St and North Beacon Streets. In addition, 
he noted that the idea of burying the utilities on Arsenal St is still under consideration, though 
Councilor Feltner said this is unlikely due to the location of the Cambridge water conduit, where it 
now seems doubtful that utilities could be buried from School St due west to Watertown Square. Mr. 
Magoon confirmed he is doubtful that utilities will be able to be buried in this section of Arsenal 
Street. 
 
Councilor Palomba suggested that the Committee prioritize some of the issues that residents and 
business owners are most concerned about on Arsenal St, from Irving to School Streets. 
 

1) Are there places we can reduce the “bump out” or community path width? 
  

2) Given the high traffic volume on Arsenal St, can we increase parking lane widths on one or 
both sides, for business and residents, to allow some buffer for doors and snow, safely 
accommodate handicapped users, provide space for UPS and other delivery vehicles, and 
adequately handle commercial loading zone needs? 

	
3) Can planting strips be eliminated and free up approximately 18” of space for safety needs? 

 
4) Can additional safe pedestrian crossing opportunities be found and highlighted? Visually 

impaired users want to be able to know where to expect signal activation equipment. 
 

5) Can signal timing and vehicle sensors at Gables/Hanover be improved to avoid gridlock in the 
“box” between there and Beechwood Ave? Should the box be painted?  

  
On the understanding that conditions will continue to evolve, the committee plans to walk Arsenal St 
to note any new or ongoing safety concerns to be shared with Town officials. 
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Councilor Feltner suggested that the minutes of this meeting with other related materials, be reviewed 
and finalized at the next committee meeting. Materials will be compiled and then forwarded to the 
appropriate officials and departments, including the TC Public Works Committee, in advance of a 
follow-up meeting with staff. This will give people time to review the findings before a Public Safety 
Committee meeting (perhaps joint with Public Works) with staff to hear recommendations. 
Representatives from DCDP, DPW, the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Bicycle-
Pedestrian Committee and others should be invited to attend the meeting. 
 
Committee voted 3-0 to continue the discussion. The meeting adjourned at approximately 8:15 PM.   
 
Minutes prepared by Councilors Palomba and Feltner. 
  


